1) Find four of five creatures with beaks that are curved, Who are awfully loud, but colorful birds! They call out at dawn-time and often at dusk, And when they’re apart they put up quite a fuss!

[Parrot images]

---

Green – __ __ __ __ __ __ macaw

Vinaceous __ __ __ __ __ __

Blue-headed __ __ __ __ __

---

2) This reptile lives in the waters below, Only his nose and his eyes will he show. He lurks and he waits, oh so still will he keep… So that he may soon feast on a capybara treat!

[Reptile image]

---

Green __ __ __ __ __ __ __
3) Find two of the plants that act quite absurd,  
Who might eat a bug, a spider, or bird!  
Some catch with their jaws, while others, they stick  
And pitcher bells have tasty smells as their trick!

These plants are: __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

4) These mammals live on the floor of the forest.  
They walk on the ground, where the soil’s quite porous.  
They feed off of fruits, veggies, roots, and the like;  
Their teeth crack Brazil nuts wide open with one strike!

Red-rumped __ __ __ __ __ __ __

5) Now you’ve finished the hunt. Get a pat on the back.  
You’ll never end up as a pitcher plant’s snack!  
You’re keen as a parrot, and fast as a jay,  
So write your name down, and then find your way  
To a Zoo staff person who will learn you’re so wise,  
Just show it to them and they’ll give you a prize!!

My name: _______________________________________
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